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1. PROBLEM S’I’ATEMENT ASD SUMMARY 
Consider the system 
dx 
x - U1(E)X + a&)s + bl(E)U, 
dz 
F -7 ---‘: U3(E)X + Q4(‘)Z + &)I1 
of two scalar equations on the interval t > 0 with the initial states 
x(0, c) =-T X”(E), 
z(0, E) = Z”(‘) 
prescribed where the control u(t, 6) minimizes the quadratic cost 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
Here the prime denotes transposition, E is a small positive parameter, Q(C) = 
[2 $:] is a positive semi-definite matrix, and Y(E) is strictly positive. 
The solution of this problem for E positive is well-known [3]. Introducing 
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and assuming that the system (1.1) is completely controllable, the optimal 
control is given by 
24 = -ib’Ky, 
r (1.3) 
where K is the symmetric, positive definite matrix which satisfies the Riccati 
equation 
-KA - A’K + (l/r) Kbb’K - Q = 0. (1.4) 
The corresponding trajectory then satisfies the optimum regulator system 
dy/dt = (A - ; bb’Kj y 
with the prescribed initial conditions. We note that the system is completely 
controllable if and only if the matrix (bAb) is nonsingular, i.e., if 
In this paper, we wish to examine the solution of the problem as the 
positive parameter E tends to zero. These problems are of considerable 
significance in practical situations where E represents certain oft-neglected 
“parasitic” parameters whose presence causes the order of the mathematical 
model to increase. Such problems and their applications have been studied 
extensively by P. V. Kokotovid and his coworkers (cf. [4, 73). We shall 
suppose that the CI~(E)‘S, bi(E)‘s, qi(e)‘s, T(E), x0(e) and so(e) all have asymptotic 
power series expansions valid as E -+ 0. Throughout we shall letfj represent 
thej-th term of the asymptotic expansion of any functionf(e) which satisfies 
asymptotically as E -+ 0. 
We will first show that the matrix K(e) has an asymptotic power series 
expansion valid as E + 0. 
LEMMA. Suppose 
and 
(iii) (~a30 - a10Q40)’ 
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Then, the matrix K(E) which satisfies the Riccati Eq. (1.4) is uniquely determined 
and of the form 
(1.7) 
where the Ki(c)‘s haae asymptotic power series expansions as E + 0. 
:\bte. Hypothesis (i) implies that the system (1 .l) is completely control- 
lable for E sufficiently small [cf. (1.6)]. 
Knowing the asymptotic form of K(e), (1.3) implies that the optimal control 
has the form 
and the optimum regulator system (1.5) takes the form 
$ -7 [al(c) - $!$ (b,(c) K,(E) -j- b,(e) K,(C))] x(t, C) 
)- [a,(e) - 2::: (b,(c) K3(6) + E&(E) K2(c))] z(t, E), 
for t > 0 with the initial conditions 
x(0, c) =. X”(E), x(0, c) = z”(e). (1.10) 
Note that the order of this system is reduced from two, when E > 0, to one, 
when E :- 0. For E = 0, then, one cannot expect to impose both initial 
conditions. Canceling the condition for z, we define the reduced initial-value 
problem by setting E -: 0, i.c., 
d,y, --= 
dt [ 
a,, - :t (h,,K,, + b,,K,,)] X0 + [ato - .t$ KS01 Z. 
0 L.- [a,, - % (ho~lo -t b&2o)] x0 + [adO - $f ~~1 z. (1.11) 
with the initial condition X,(O) = zoo. 
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Under the hypotheses of the Lemma, the reduced system (1.11) will have 
a unique solution (X,,(t), Zs(t)). Using (1.8) and (1.3), we then define the 
(suboptimal) control 
Uo(t) = -w~owloJGo + b2oK20) X (t) + 4A&Jo(f)l (1.12) 
and the corresponding cost 
lo* = 1,” kz~o&V) + 2~Js(t) ZoW + qzoZo2(t) + ~ouoV>l dt. (1.13) 
We will show that the solution (x(t, E), z(t, E), u(t, 6)) of the original system 
(l.l)-(1.3) will converge to (X&t), Z,,(t), U,,(t)) for t > 0 while the optimal 
cost J*(c) will converge to Jo* as 6 + 0. Convergence of x(t, E) and u(t, c) 
will generally be nonuniform at t = 0, however, since we cannot expect the 
“boundary layer jump” zoo - Z,(O) to be zero. Specifically, we will obtain: 
THEOREM. Under the hypotheses (i)-(iii) of the Lemma, the unique optimal 
control u(t, E), the corresponding trajectories x(t, E) and z(t, E), and the minimum 
cost J*(C) will have asymptotic expansions as E -+ 0 of the form 
44 6) = f (Uk@> + Vk(TDE”, 
k=O 
x(6 4 = X0(t) + f (Xk(t) + mk-dT))Ek, 
k=l 
x(t9 d = f (zk(t> + nk(+k, 
k=O 
and 
(1.14) 
J*(C) = go Jk*Ck. 
The expansions are unifarmly valid for all t > 0 and the terms depending on 
the boundary layer coordinate 
all tend to zero as 7 -+ co. Away from t = 0, then, these terms are asymptotically 
negligible. 
We shall also prove: 
COROLLARY. In addition to satisfying the reduced initial-value problem 
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(l.ll)-(1.13) if ad0 -f 0, the limiting soZution (E”(t), X”(t), Z,(t), I,*) also 
satisfies the reduced optimal control problem 
d& .- >- 
dt a,,,& -k a&, T hJJo , 
0 = a,,& $- a.&, -/- b,,UO , 
for t 2 0 where X,(O) = xoo and T-i,(t) minimizes the quadratic cost (1.15) 
Jo z= ,a [($‘f;;)‘(;: ;;;)($“‘;;) + ror:o’W] d*. 
Xote that this reduced optimal control problem is obtained directly from 
the original problem (1 .I)-(1.3) b- v setting E = 0 and canceling the initial 
condition for z (cf. [I] for a related calculation). 
2. 'THE ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIOX OF THE MATRIX RICCATI ~ZQCATION 
Substituting the matrix representation (1.7) for K(E) into the Riccati 
Eq. (1.4), the entries I&(E) must satisfy the scalar equations 
(l/r)(b,2K,2 f 2b,b,K,K, + b22K22) - 2a,k; - 2a,K, - q1 = 0, 
(l$)(blb2K1K3 -j- b,2K2K, .-IL cb12K1K, + cblb2K22) 
- a,K, - a,K, - u3K3 - ea,K, - q”, -7 0, and (2.1) 
(1 :‘r)(bz2K,2 + cb12K22 -+ 2Eb,b,K,K,) - 2a,K, - 2ra2K2 --- qs = 0. 
Setting .C = 0, the leading coefficients must satisfy the nonlinear system 
(1 ‘yo)(b;oK,2, + 2hob&,K,o t’ bi,K&,) 
- 2a,oK,,, 2cgoK,o - -- 410 =r 0, 
(1 ~~oP~oK20K20) - Q&~, + (1 ~roPlob20Klo&,J 
- a,,&, a,,&, - - 420 _- 0, and 
(1 ,‘ro)(b;oK:o) - 2a,,KSo - q3,, = 2 0 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
while higher-order terms will satisfy linear systems of the form 
-t- (+ (4ofGo -I bzoK2o) - a30) Kxj = /3j-I , (2.6) 
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and 
( ?T.ic Kzo - aao) Ksi = l/j-1 , TO (2.7) 
where the ajj-r , /3+r , and yj-r are known successively in terms of the Kia’s 
for2 <j-- 1. 
Since K(e) is positive definite for E > 0, KS0 3 0, and we must select 
Go = (yoP;o&ao + (do + (%o/yo) CZSOY). w-9 
(N.B., b,, # 0). Thus, since 
~4, - (%olyo) Go = -(do + (%olro) aoY2 f 0, 
K20 = -ho - (biolyo) K30)F1{b20 - (11~3 bo&oKsol Kro + (as&o + qso)]. 
(2.9) 
There remains the quadratic equation 
(lko)(4oK10 + 62oK20)~ - koK10 - 2a,oK,o - 410 = 0 
for K,, . Substituting for K,, and 
hoK,o - b2oK20 = ho - (%o!ro) Km-l 
x P‘lO~lO - a2ob20) K,o - bo(a,oK,o + tzzo)l, 
K,, must satisfy 
2 
where 
MKlo + 2NK,, + P = 0, 
and 
44 = (1/~0)(%0~10 - a20b20)2, 
N = -~~2o!l2ol~o)ho~,o - a2ob20) 
--~~204,0l~0~~~,0~20 - %040) + %0(~20%0 - %0~4oh 
p = - (-3’(E pJ(-?J - + (!710420 - do>. 
Note that P is nonnegative since the matrix Q. is positive semidefinite. 
Further, since M is positive and K,, is nonnegative, we must select 
K,, = (l/M)[--N + (N2 - MP)“s]. (2.10) 
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Knowing the J&a’s, (2.7) yields K:, successively in terms of preceding 
coefficients while (2.6) then yields Kaj as a linear function of Kij . Substituting 
into (2.5), Krj must satisfy a linear equation of the form 
SKij == ~j-1 
where liij-, is known succcssivcly and 
is positive by hypothesis (iii) of the Lemma. It follows that the terms of the 
asymptotic expansion for K(E) can bc formally obtained in a straightforward 
manner. ‘That the expansion converges for E sufficiently small follows from 
the implicit function theorem. 
3. 'I'HE OPTIMUM REGCLATOR SYSTEM 
Since a,, - (b&,/r,) K,, < 0, singular perturbation theory (cf. [5, 81) 
implies that WC can construct a formal solution of the initial-value problem 
$ = [q(c) -- (b,(+r(c))(h,(~) K,(c) -!- b,(e) I&(E))] x(t, E) 
$- [ad<) - (~l(+(~>)(~~(~) G(E) -.:- 4(c) K,(c))1 z(t, ~1, 
E $ =. [U:(E) --- (h2(~),‘~(~))(bl(4 K,(c) -!- b*(e) I&(E))] x(t, c) (3.1) 
-1 [uk) - (b,(~).‘r(~))(b,(e) K,(r) -+ 4~) &(~))l 4~ ~1, 
x(0, E) = X”(E), x(0, E) --7 z”(c) 
of the form 
x(t, E) == X(t, c) + m(7, E), 
z(t, c) :- Z((t, 6) + $7, E), 
(3.2) 
where the “outer expansion” (X(t, E), Z(t, c)) has an asymptotic power 
series expansion w-hich formally satisfies the system and the “boundary layer 
correction” (E~(T, E), n(~, l )) has an asymptotic series expansion whose terms 
all tend to zero as the “boundary layer coordinate” T :- t;~ tends to infinity. 
Away from t : -: 0, then, 
to all orders &. 
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The outer expansion can be obtained up to initial conditions by substituting 
the expansions for X and Z into the system and equating coefficients of like 
powers of E. The initial conditions are determined by lower order terms in 
the boundary layer correction for x, i.e., we use 
X0(0) = %l”, 
and 
Xj(0) = xjo - mj,(o) for each j 3 0. 
Thus, (X@(t), Zo(t)) must satisfy the reduced problem (1.1 I), so we have 
X0(t) = xOoe-St, 
and (3.3) 
Zo(t> = (%A0 - ~20~20)-1K%o~20 - %40> +~20~1 X0@>, 
where 
s = WKO + W%o - (~;olyo)&o)2 = P2 - Jw1’2/(40 + P~o/~o)420) > 0 
by hypotheses (ii) and (iii), since 
Thus both X0 and 2, decay exponentially as t -+ 03. 
Similarly, higher order terms of the outer expansion satisfy linear systems 
of the form 
wwt) = (UlO - (40/~0)(~10~10 + b20~2oM 
+ (a20 - (~lolyo) b20&0)Zj + 4-lWe-st 
0 = ho - (~20/~0)(~10~10 + b20~2ONXf 
+ ho - (Kio/yo) &o)4 + Bj-l(t)e-st 
(3.4) 
where the polynomials Ajml and Bjvl are known in terms of preceding 
coefficients. Thus, Zj is uniquely determined as a linear function of Xj and Xj 
is uniquely determined by its initial value. These terms will also decay 
exponentially as t -+ co. 
The boundary layer correction terms, by linearity, must satisfy the system 
@ml4 = 4% - @ll~)(vG + b,K,))m + (a2 - (W)(W2 + d&))n, 
w+w = 4% - (~2’y)(W1+ b,K,))m + (a* - (b,/y)(b,~, + w&J)% (3.5) 
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and the initial condition 
n(0, 6) 7: zO(e) - qo, E). 
Equating lowest order coefficients implies 
dm,idT L (Q, - (6,0/r,) 6,&,&o , 
dn,!dr = (aa - (b&r,) K&z, =x --lx, , 
where L .: (4s T (b~,/r,) q30)1:2 is positive and n,(O) -1 z(,‘-’ - %,r(O). ‘Thus 
n,(7) =- n,(O) ecL7 (3.6) 
and since vz, --, 0 as r -* 03 
Q(T) _: -j; !m$' ds =_ O(e-‘7). (3.7) 
Higher order terms will satisfy systems of the form 
dm,jdr = (azo - (bl&Yo) 62&30) 7Zj -/- Cj-l(T) e-‘7, 
(dn,/dr) - -Ln, + Dj-,(~) e-LT, 
with rrj(0) == zjo -- &i(O) and Cj+, Dj-r, and Z?(O) known in terms of 
previous coefficients. Setting 
nj(T) = (nj(O) + j: L>~-,(s) ds) euLT 
and 
rnj(T) =xz -jr dT (s) a!$, 
(3.8) 
we have obtained all terms of the boundary layer correction (and the outer 
expansion) uniquely termwise. Since the Cj-r’s and Dj-r’s are polynomials 
in 7, the n,‘s and mj’s will decay exponentially as 7 -+ co. That the resulting 
formal expansions are asymptotically correct follows since both S and L 
are positive (cf. [2]). 
Knowing the expansions for the I&(E), x(t, E), and z(t, E), the control 
law (1.8) implies that 
where 
u(t, c) := Lyt, c) + C(T, E), (3.9) 
co, c) = -~ll~kM~I(~) &(~I + &I K,(4) Tt, El 
-I- @2(E) w4 + 4(4 K,(E)) q, 41 
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and 
V(T14 = -W(4)[4M~) u4 + u4 G(4) @dT, 4 
+ M4 a4 + 4(4 J&s(~)) 47, e)l- 
Note, in particular, that 
Uo:‘o(t) = -(%040 - %owlko%o - %o%o) + %,4 &(f) (3.10) 
and that the terms of ~(7, l ) all tend to zero as r -+ 00. 
Lastly, the optimal cost J*(C) is given by 
(3.11) 
or, more simply [3], 
J*(E) = [g]‘(c2;;j) $$) @. 
Note, in particular, that 
is the cost of the solution of the reduced problem (1.1 I)-(1.13). 
4. THE REDUCED OPTIMAL CONTROL,PROBLEM 
Suppose a,, # 0 and let f, I, and ti satisfy the reduced optimal control 
problem (1.15). Then 
2 = -u&z,,f + 6,,1) (4.1) 
and f satisfies the initial-value problem 
- = a,-,l[(u,&o - %o%o)~ + (%O~lO - ~20~2om dt 
a(0) = x0”, 
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while zi minimizes the integral 
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J” =- 42 J ” K”Lh -. 2%bwJ2ll 7 4dfm> w 
.--. b,,(a,,q,, -.- a,&.“) 2(t) 22(t) + I”(& + (hi” To) qso) 2(t)] dt. 
Setting 
6 = y&&l + (b2Y”) q,J1[b,,,(%,q*, - %“4& ? %,,a (4.2) 
2 and C satisfy the linear regulator problem 
dZ!dt : : a,2 + 0~5, 
for t 2 0 where f(0) =: x,,” and 6 minimizes the quadratic cost (4.3) 
Here 
and 
Thus, the optimal control is given by 
5(t) -= -(UNIT*) k.?(t), 
where 
(4.4) 
--20,k f (a,*:T,) k’ - T1 .= 0 
and 
d$dt - ---Gi(t) (4.5) 
for G = - -0, -f (cI~/T~)~ .= -J[u,” -)- u~*(T~/T~)]‘!*. In order for 3 to be 
bounded as t -* 00, we select G to be positive. Thus 
G = [(u12 + u;(TJTJ~/~ and (U,2/T,)k = UJ + G. 
Since we can directly show that 
q* j-- U*2(TJT*) -= s* 
jOj/I2/1-9 
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(cf. (3.3)), it follows that G = S and 
i?(t) = X,%+ = X0(t). (4.6) 
Likewise, by (4.2) and (4.4), 
u”(t) = -hobo - a,,&,)-W,oa,o - a,,%,) + aJoG WI = uo(t> (4.7) 
and by (4.1) 
w = (%I040 - %ow1ho~20 - %O~lO) + hoc;1 w = zow 
This proves the corollary. 
(4.8) 
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